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Abstract 

Mankind has some serious hazards and bioweapons (BWs)are on the top of the list. We lack 

several things and vaccines for BWs are one of them. BWs are said to be more lethal than nuclear 

weapons. No doubt they are, said by professionals and reason is inability to detect and 

circulation serenity. Difficult it is to enumerate the bacterias used in BWs as biological molecular 

techniques expedite BBWs to be altered genetically. Few data resources till date provide 

transparency to discourse upto some extent. Protective Antigenic proteins (PAPs) and proteomic 

sequences of BWS under shade of Vaxijen dataset and protegen database are one of them. Finally 

Immune Epitope Database(IEDB) came handy to figure out vaccine nominees contrary to BWs. 

44 conserved proteins including immunogenic ones came into existence on correlating Proteomes 

Sequences of BBWs and scrutinizing in-house PERL script. Six(PAPS or their analogous) came 

up on comparing conserved proteins contrary to PAPs providing assurance counter to variety of 

pathogens.Variety of pathogens were unable to offend and credit goes to above six antigenic 

proteins. Advancing further opened doors to more reliable vaccine techniques. Six more epitopes 

were uncovered which were in analogous to four epitopes and out of which 3 proteins were 

analogous to previous six PAPs. Pathogens were harmless by now due to previous mentioned 

epitopes.Salomonella enterica’sheat shocked GROEL proteins black drop helped defending 5 

dissimilar pathogens who contributed in distinct diseases. Moreover Mycobateriumtuberculosis 

epitopes on blending with 4 viruses resulted in Synthetic proteins defending counter to BWs 

contributes and viruses. Scope for vaccine doesn’t end here, These immune protective epitopesif 

are more worked upon can bring out full potential in name of vaccine againstBWs. 

Keywords: Bio Weapons(BWs), Protein Vaccine Candidates(PVC), Epitope, Computational 
Vaccine Design(CVD), Immune Epitope Database(IEDB),Heat Shock Protein(HSP),Biological 
Agents(BA) 

 

Introduction 

BWS constitutes have rare importance and have distinctive ability to play their part in BWs. They 

rarely involve at time of pandemic in usual position. Anthrax infection is very rarely visible in 

human beings but its importance raised after USA 2001 terrorist attack. Situations under actions 

of BWs are fatal and become more deadly when license and right vaccines are not easily available 

at case (D’Agostino and Martin,2009). Professionals summed up BWs to be more lethal than the 

Nuclear weapons and reason is  no hands to figure out pathogens present. Everything come with 

limitations and so is the case with vaccines for few BWs. Previously introduced Anthrax vaccine 

carry some concerning side effects and without yearly boost (Weiss etel,2007) not possible. It is  
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uncertain to predict exact Bacteria playing its role in BW strike. One of main reason to draw above 

statement is role of genetically altered BBW. Here comes requirement to produce efficient and 

precise Vaccines to facilitate immunity counter to greatest BBWs Question arises that how to make it 

possible. Conserved protective Antigen or immunogenic epitopes of as extracts of various BW 

organisms constitute to coming vaccines can come up with high ability facilitating defense from 

BBW entitites. There are enough signs of previous observationscorrelating to positive hope of 

immunity. Various diseases by several Bacterias like Shigella flexneri, Shigella boydii, 

enteropathogenic, Esche-richia coli(EPEC), Pseudo monas aeruginosa and klebsiella pneumonia. 

Lack potential against single antigen(HSP) origin Salmonella enterica which immunes from above 

Bacteria(Chitradevi et al.,2013). It’s difficult to defeat above organisms but not impossible. 

Experiments witnessed that synthetic proteins as a result of adding Mycobacterium tuberculosis 

epitopes to 4 viruses(Vesicular stomatitis virus, Sendai virus, respiratory syncytical virus and 

lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus can aid to defend against organisms.Enumerating each BBW is 

not easy task and Disease control and Prevention (CDC) presented BBW list along with associate 

diseases.Bacillus anthracis (anthrax);Brucella abortus,Brucella canis,Brucella melitensis and 

Brucella suis(Brucellosis); Vibriocholera(Cholera); S. enterica (salmonellosis); 

F.tularensis(tularemia). Present work intentionally exploits present datasets like BBW genome 

sequences and PAPs, protegen datatbase and vaxijen dataset. Present review is intentionally based on 

research paper study on BBWS and federal implementations against BBWS. Civilians have been 

greatly influenced by USA 2001 strike.Vaccines are being produced in better form than previous one 

to fight with BBWS. Anthrax and Smallpox act as BWs. Review is not mere a comment on discourse 

it is direction towards which one should be incline to have optimal outcomes to particular title. 

 

Literature Review 

Many researchers worked ahead of their life hours to provide transparency in vaccine science. Many 

researchers performed different experiments and tests to bring out numerical values to facilitate 

protective vaccine techniques. Vaccine is not alate case to be argued upon. Bioweapons are found to 

be more lethal than nuclear weapons in terms of death rate. Bioweapons is an imperative study and 

there are plenty of articles and researches carried on it .various journal sites provide legitimate data 

for caption. Varun Jaiswal, Rajinder S. Chauhan, Chittaranjan Rout brought a paper which visualizes 

various tests in between bioweapon pathogens and sample query proteins to figure out similarities 

between both. They performed a BLAST technique for comparison and outcome was examined 

under in-house PERL script. Successfully it was found that test proved to be authentic as more that 

80% of pathogens constitutes of BBWs came similar to query proteins in terms of similarity as well 

as functionality so in turn it opened doors to create vaccines for popular hazards such as Anthrax. 

Plague, small pox etc. 

 

Body 

Question strikes that what methods till today are implemented to formulate vaccines against BBWs 

and what researches came into existence till today? There are infinite number of methods different 

scientists and researchers brought forward. Lets discuss few methods for the discourse. All Below 

methods are from [3]. 

 

 

Method1. Conserved  proteins detection over BBWs. 
 

Method from Infection, genetics and evolution Paper by Varun Jaiswal on BBWS.[3] Method speaks that 

13 out of 14 mentioned BBWs in his materials section were tested against query (sample) sequence V 

cholera 0395 to facilitate BLAST search. Analyzation of outcome by BLAST was done in-house program 

to figure out sequence conservation in 14 Selected BBWs. Proteome of V cholera 0395 more than 70% 
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analogous in not less than 100 amino acids in 13 Bacterial proteomes were named as preserved proteins. 

The logic behind concept was simple, means to consider proteomes whose more than one protein matching 

to query sequence’s proteins was surely to be considered prevalent protein.The logic was not only to match 

numerically but also by functional aspect. Above method sounds authentic but there arises cynical side of 

mindthat whether to dig more into the discourse.Being contrasting to the bio medical field, reviewing a 

non field paper is somewhatdifficult. What if above 13 proteomes doesn’t match the query. what if there is 

no sign of matching of proteins. History is witness of continuous strikes of BBWs. first BBW striked as 

namely plague ,further followed by 1763 in form of smallpox. These historic happenings are enough to 

prove that layman can also kill. Does it make sense to discuss these in here yes because we lack 

understanding for fatal role of BBW like Brucellosis and anthrax. 

Table 1. Casualties and fatalities Data as observed from WHO (1970) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Method 2.  Recognition of putative preserved immunogenic  proteins acrossBBWs. 

Method is based on comparison tests. [3]In his paper in order to identify immunogenic proteins. PAP 

sequences by protegen database and positive datatset of vaxijen server (Doytchinova and flower) 

development were fetched. Out of various Protein Vaccine candidates(PVC) like viruses,eukaryotes 

comprising protegen database, Bacterial PAPs were under consideration. 44 preserved proteins from 

BLAST technique were correlated to 257,100pvcs sequences in distinction to protegen database. Outcomes 

were observed by in-house PERL script. Logic was quiete simple that prevalent proteins those were found 

more than 70% similar in terms of 100 am Ino acids length counter to qery bacteria were declared optimal 

vaccine candidatesand futhur functionality closeness was also considered. 

The method is quiete logical but why there is only 70% similarity barrier. Why not 100% similarity. Are 

we still not able to figure out characteristics of BBWs proteins. this implies that maximum proteins were 

less than 70% similar so it may lead to further work on discourse.Blasting a protein sequence is quite 

interesting process in above nmethod we are not provided with type of BLASTing. Blasting outcomes 

depend upon motive of doing so whether to improve functionalty of protein or to discover new genes. 

AGENT CASUALTIES FATALITIES 

   Rift valley fever 35000 400 

Tick-borne 

encephalitis 

35000 9500 

Typhus 85000 19000 

Brucellosis 125000 500 

Q fever 125000 150 

Tularemia 125000 30000 

Anthrax 125000 95000 
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Figure 1. Selecting right blast flavor 

Results obtained by above methods 

 Method 1outcomes 

Outcomes were quite remarkable. 44 proteins of all 14 selected BW bacterias were preserved, 

belonging to contrasting functionality categories like proteases, transporters, ATP synthesis 

hydroxemethyltranferase ,GTP binding proteins, chaperonin etc. table below acts as testament to 

Method discussed. Among all figured out proteins 13 proteins were preserved ones and known as 

ribosomal proteins those facilitate defending immunity from B.abortus disease. Moreover proteins 

under elongation factor also facilitate defending immunity. These were used as Vaccine constituents 

against chlamydia trachomatis, B.pseudomallei., Leishmania major (coler et al.,2002).more proteins 

including above ones were successful as candidates against BBWs facilitating immunity. This is 

enough evidence to take research to next level as the above technique is quieteanswering. 

      Method 2 outcome was similar to test performed in method1. 

 
It tends to bringout putative immugenic PVCs across BBWs 44 preserved proteins were compared 

with common PAPs by Protegen database and vaxijen dataset. Result was flabbergasting. Known 

PAPs from protegen database and vaxijen dataset were found tob be analogous to six preserved 

proteins namely chaperone DraK,ATP-dependent clp protease. two chaperonin GROELS and two 

ribosomal proteins. These proteins as previous method outcomes facilitate immunity against BWs 

further declared to be likely vaccine candidates for number of bacterias. One of quieteinteresting 

thing is that above six proteins not only are analogous to vaxijen database PAPs but also carry same 

functionality. 

 

Table2.>70% similarity test values between BBWs and query protein 

Source organism Percentage similarity Query coverage 

Brucella abortus 77 90 

Chlamydophila abortus 82 100 

Mycobacterium tuberculosis 71 98 

Streptococcus pneumonia 78 96 

Salmonella enteric 94 97 

Francisella tularensis 87 96 

Coxiella burnetti 88 97 

Bordetella pertusis 88     96 
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Conclusion 

 Vaccines play major role in defending against BBWs strikes and these vaccines are must be 

produced. All above proteins form vaccines of broader specification those play there role as obstacles 

against BBWs. The general purpose of above discourse was to figure out every second advancement 

in vaccines against BBWs. To examine the current state of human mind. Whether a research on 

protective vaccines is carried out or not. Are people really concerned about Bio weapon strikes those 

badly painted history of globe into black. Some name them as blackdeath and some as fatal more 

than nuclear bombs. It is concluded that methods and ideas described by of Jaiswal et. al were to be 

liberal in figuring out cause and effects of things. Above methods were really authentic each value 

was found to be as stated. Comparing 44 proteomes in BBWs showed six of them to be immunogenic 

or comprising homologous vaccine contributors. Moreover four preserved proteins of BBWs were 

matching exactly to epitopes of experimentation. Backdrop of HSP GroEL protein by S.enterica 

plays major role in defending from five bacterial pathogens, Those are part of various hazards. I 

found that above research and studies if further went ahead can open locked doors to advace 

vaccines. The time is not far when we can see more such vaccines but in advanced and efficient way 

of acting. Reviewing a Preexisting article is troublesome and quiete serious task as we deal with 

study which has already been given more hours then a day.it has some serious notes and arguments 

which one has created and framed with due care and effort.there is nothing much to draw as negative 

side of conclusion for above mentioned tests. This review is not based on negative aspects but on how 

to improve the existing startegies and techniques to frame a better method and more reliable study on 

Vaccine origination and molecular level examination. As we witnessed the similarities in pathogens 

of BBWs and proteins of Vaxijen dataset and protegen database. There is a hope of coming up with 

vaccines for almost every bacteria used in Bio weapon for fatal strikes. There is right time for each 

element to come forward so is with new vaccine technologies. Time is sure to be consumed and if 

further research on various proteins is carried out in detail level our cynical approach on bio weapons 

may get transparent. 

Opinion for future research 
 

The above discourse came up with remarkable methods and results. These results were quiet 

satisfying in terms of theories and values but were not able to provide reality. Still my curiosity asks 

me whether to rely on existing work or there is still something to be unlocked. Context showed how 

BBS pathogens can be compared to preserved proteomes from vaxijen dataset and protegen database. 

Comparison tests were performed to figure out similarity. Results were provided according to 70% 

Heliconbacter pylori 79 98 

Heliconbacter pylori 79 98 

Brucella abortus 73 98 

b.melitensis 73 98 

Brucella 85 100 

Salmonella enterica 90 100 

Francisella tularensis 83 99 

Bordetella pertusis 85 99 

Coxiella burnetii 86 99 

Helicobacter pylori 87 100 

Helicobacter pylori 88 100 
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similarity condition and luckily many showed up outcomes as expected. Similarity among two these 

all proteins so are considered to be vaccine candidates to fight against BBWs but here what I want 

research to go in future towards. Detection yes detection of biological agents in air, water and 

surfaces. It is possible to correlate above study to detection of biological agents. We are still unable 

to detect them and unable to come up with techniques and discoveries to do so. History is witness 

that how bio weapons weighted death over life, How people turned into corpse. bio weapon is not a 

recent discovery. long ago it came as by name of plague then by smallpox and many more names. 

Artificial intelligence is Prevailing in every field whether it is biomedical, bank or engineering etc. 

my opinion revolves around only one idea to make research approach broader towards more 

advancement in sensing devices. If  masterpiece researches blend with artificial intelligence than it 

will be inapt to suspect such work. This research  should move one step ahead towards artificial 

intelligence. These methods should come up with sensors those can detect various pathogens and 

bacteria relating to BWWs in air or surface whatsoever rather than to find a cure its better to go 

towards prevention side by this I meant to prevent such BWs attacks by bulding a sensor that can 

already detect existence of any pathogen or bacteria around. 
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